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ABS TRA CT

A procedure for estimating runoff froni convective

storms in the semiarid Southwest is needed for the design of'

small hydraulic structures. The aim of this study was to

develop and test rainfall and runoff relationships based on

the analysis of 12 years of hydrologic data for an 18-square

mile experimental watershed.

rhe experimental area is divided into four subwater-

sheds ranging in size from 0.5 to 7.8 square miles, Veg3ta-

tion and soils are typical of what is encountered in the

valley floors of' southern Arizona. Rainfall is measured at

29 locations.

Isohyetal maps were prepared for all of' the storms

which lead to the development of a rainfall model that de-

scribes the distribution of rainfall in space. Art exponen-

tial relationship was found to adequately represent the

spatial variation of each storm. A single equation for all

storms was developed by using a parameter that is related to

the storm center depth.

The Icolmogorov-Smirnov procedure was used to test

the hypothesis that storm center location is governed by

chance in areas not influenced by topographic changes. It

was found that the assumption which states that convective

viii
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storm cells are randomly located within valley floors is

acceptable.

An equation was derived for calculating point rain-

fall probabilities from raingage network data, The results

were based on the random location of storm centers and on

an extremal distribution function fitted to storm center

depths. The calculated probabilities were found to be sig-

nificantly higher than the observed probabilities determined

from a nearby, long-term U. S. Weather Bureau station.

The volume of runoff from small, semiarid watersheds

was found to be a function primarily of mean rainfall. In a

multiple linear regression model, mean rainfall accounted

for 67 to 82 percent of the variance. The use of' a time dis-

tribution factor which includes the maximum 15-minute inten-

sity reduced the unexplained variance to 11 to 16 percent.

Inserting a space distribution variable into the model in-

dicated that storm center location on the watershed was not

a significant factor in predicting runoff.

An antecedent rainfall index did not produce any

significant correlation with runoff from convective storms.

For winter frontal storms, however, a four-day antecedent

rainfall index was found to be an important factor in ox-

plaining runoff.

It appears that the commonly used Soil Conservation

Service method underestimates convective storm runoff for
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most storm center depths below about three inches. A direct

comparison with the multiple regression equation was not

possible as this method does not take into account the vari-

ability of convective rainfall in time and space.

As a means for estimating runoff volumes for ungaged

watersheds, a runoff coefficient was defined as the ratio of

runoff to effective rainfall (mean rainfall less initial ab-

stractions). It appears that as a first approximation, the

runoff coefficient can be considered as being equal to the

coefficient in the well known rational formula. There is

some evidence to the belief that the runoff coefficient is

affected by a storm's time distribution factor.

It was demonstrated that runoff volume recurrence in-

tervals can be determined adequately from the rainfall and

runoff relationships developed in this study.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Surface hydrology of semiarid regions is becoming

more important as competition is increasing for limited wa-

ter resources. Recognizing the need for information that

pertains specifically to arid lands, Wisler and Brater (1959)

and Chow (l961) have included chapters on arid land hydrol-

ogy in their books. Unfortunately, only general information

is available in these references.

As reported by Linsloy (1953), American hydrologists

did not seem to acknowledge any fundamental differences be-

tween the hydrology of the arid and semiarid West and the

humid Jast. Jisler and Brater (1959) suggested that while

the same hydrologic laws apply in both regions, procedures

that have been developed for one area should be applied with

caution for other areas. They state that the main distin-

guishing feature between the two regions is the extreme

variability of precipitation in time and space that is en-

countered in the predominantly semiarid Southwest.

Principally because of the erratic nature and dis-

tribution of rainfall in semiarid regions, surface hydrolo-

gy suffers from a lack of usable information and procedures.

As for example, Osborn (196Z1.) has concluded that rainfall

l
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intensity-frequency relationships for short-duration storms

developed on a national basis are very misleading and more

accurate estimates of rainfall are needed for runoff design.

Small watersheds, those under 100 square miles in

area, are probably subjected to greater variations in re-

sponse to precipitation than are the larger watersheds. Ex-

ceptional runoff-producing events, such as the one reported

by Iceppel (196:3), cover only a fraction of the watershed.

Thus, small watersheds may receive the full force of a cen-

trally-locateci, high-intensity, short-duration storm or any

portion thereof. Detailed investigations concerned with the

design of small hydraulic structures that would be affected

by these storms are usually not warranted. A procedure is

required, therefore, which allows the designer to estimate

the magnitude and frequency of surface runoff from the high-

ly variable convective storm.

While precipitation records are generally available

for much longer periods of time than are runoff records, it

seems feasible to develop rainfall-runoff relationships

in order to use the frequency distributions of existing pre-

cipitation records. The usefulness of such a relationship

revolves around the adequacy of point rainfall records.

Osborn and Reynolds (1963) have stated that point frequen-

cies from a few scattered rain gages are inadequate for the

prediction of expected spatial distribution, volumes and
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intensities of convective rainfall. A comparison of rainfall

frequencies as derived from point data and from network data

is needed.

With the advent of high-speed computers, simulation

of the hydrologic system becomes a possibility. First, how-

ever, relationships that describe the various components of

such a model must be determined. Since the highly-variable

convective storms produce the record runoff events from small

watersheds, a means for describing the distribution of rain-

fall in time and space is required.

The hydrologic characteristics of a watershed are af-

fected by urbanization and by any practice that disturbs the

existing soil-vegetative cover complex. A need arises for

the establishment of' benchmarks from which the effects of

various treatments, including urbanization, on the hydrologic

system may be predicted.

The first objective of this present study was to

develop a precipitation model that describes convective rain-

fall in time and space. In conjunction with this objective,

the network data were analyzed for the purpose of determining

the applicability of point rainfall frequencies.

Another aim of this study was to develop and test a

statistical model to relate the spatial and temporal distri-

bution of rainfall on runoff from the experimental watersheds.

Finally, it was intended to propose a procedure for

estimating runoff from ungaged areas.



CHAPTER 2

RELATED STUDIES A LITERATURE REVIEW

The literature abounds in surface hydrologic studies,

primarily for the more humid areas. A partial list of those

studies pertaining to small watersheds can be found in a re-

port by Reich (1960). This section will deal only with the

more pertinent studies, and is divided into three parts,

The first part is concerned with area-depth relationships of

convective storms; the second, with infiltration equations;

and the last, with current methods of runoff analysis.

Area-Depth Rainfall Formulas

The most closely related work to this phase of the

study was done by Woolhiser and Schwalen (1959) who used the

same experimental watershed as did this study. Their area-

depth rainfall formula, a least-squares fit, was determined

to be

A 12.1 (a
0

where A is the area in square miles enclosed by the isohyet

of R inches and R0 is the depth at the storm center In inches.

The principal uncertainty of this relationship is that it was

based on three years of data during which there were only

(2.1)
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nine storms that had three or more one-tenth inch enclosed

isohyets within the watershed.

One of the earliest and most widely quoted depth-area

relationships in this country was proposed by Horton (192i1.).

He suggested that this relationship could be represented by

R Ft0 exp(-kA') (2,2)

where is the average depth of rainfall over an area A,

is the storm center depth and Ic and n are constants for a

given storm.

Presenting data on five intense storms in Arizona and

Now Mexico, Leopold (1911.2) concluded that "...for purposes of

design, an areal pattern for any storm could be derived if

the maximum rainfall at the storm center is given. He plot-

ted the data on semi-logarithmic paper and noted that the

curves were approximately parallel.

Light (1911.7) in a study of 11.11.9 rain gages in the

8,000-square mile Muskingum Ohio basin developed logarithmic

rather than exponential relations. He stated that for most

storms, the area-depth curve can be expressed by the simple

logarithmic form

Ft = a + b log A (2,3)

in which a and b are constants.

Interpreting the data used by Light, Boyer (1957) as-

sumed that the relationship between the isohyetal value and



the distance from the storm center to be exponential. He

proposed the general equation

R R0 oxp(-kr) (2. 1)

where r is the distance from the storm center and k is a

constant. This equation differs from Horton's in that the

point value of rainfall is used rather than the average

amount over the area.

In their study of the data from three heavily-instru-

mented small watersheds in central Illinois, Iluff and Stout

(1952) concluded that an area-depth relationship for thunder-

storm rainfall can be expressed by the general equation

R = H0 - k A2 (2.5)

This equation suggests a linear relationship between point

rainfall and the distance from the storm center provided cir-

cular isohyots are assumed.

Court (1961) compared area-depth rainfall formulas,

including those mentioned above with one that he proposed.

He suggested the use of a bivariate Gaussian distribution in

which the rainfall depth at any point x, y is given by the

equation

22 22
R -R oxx,y p(-a x -b y

A formula of this type would give elliptical isohyets.

6

(2.6)
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According to Court "...suoh a model can arise from a simple

chance mechanism: J. Pluvius tosses many pails of water at a

certain point. Some hit the target almost dead center but

most miss by varying amounts. The extent of any one miss is

the result of many small influences added together." It was

not established whether this model actually fits storm rain-

fall data any better than other formulas.

Infiltration Equations

The infiltration capacity of a soil as it changes

with time is a very important factor in determining the hy-

drologic performance of a watershed, Because of its use in

justifying a particular type of statistical model discussed

later in this study, a brief discussion on infiltration

equations is presented here.

One of the most widely used mathematical equations

for defining the infiltration capacity curve was suggested

by Horton (1939). The form of this relationship is

+ (f0-f0) exp(-kt) (2,7)

where f is the rate of the infiltration capacity at time t,

f0 is the initial rate of infiltration capacity, f is the

final constant rate and k is a constant depending primarily

on soil and vegetation.



In a different form, !costiakov (1932) proposed the

equation

-t

F btZ (2.8)

where F is the total amount of water infiltrated in time t

and b is a constant which requires knowledge of the initial

rate of infiltration, This latter aspect, estimating the

initial infiltration rate, presents a problem for both the

Horton and Kostiakoy equations. A modest error in estimating

this value can result in serious miscalculations of' infil-

tration amounts.

Assuming that the infiltration rate is a function of

the remaining volume of potential infiltration and the per-

meability of the soil's confining horizon, Holtan (1961) de-

veloped the empirical relationship

f-f .aF'1
C p (2.9)

where F is the potential infiltration to the time of con-

stant rate and a and n are constants for a given soil-vege-

tation complex. The resulting equation is unwieldy since

numerical integration is necessary to arrive at infiltration

time functions.

To alleviate this difficulty, Overton (l9611) refor-

mulated the work of Holtan to obtain the integrable equation

f
=
f'c2 [(af)(t - t)] (2.10)

8
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in which t is the time to the constant rate of infiltration

f
ci

By an approximation to a rigorously developed math-

ematical formula, Philip (1957) derived the infiltration

equation

F St3 + At (2.11)

where the constants S (sorptivity or the capacity of the soil

to absorb or desorb liquid by capillarity) and A have a phys-

ical meaning related to the diffusion analysis of infiltra-

tion. The first term of the right-hand side of equation (2.11)

describes the contribution to infiltration due to capillarity

while the second term essentially represents the contribution

due to gravity.

Commenting on the work of Philip, Rose (1966) has

stated that for "small" times after the surface application

of water to initially dry soil, the potential gradients due

to gravity are negligible compared to those due to capillar-

ity. Thus, the infiltration rate at the surface decreases
i

as t from very high initial values. After a "long" time,

the soil becomes saturated, or nearly so, for an appreciable

depth below the surface and the infiltration rate ultimately

approaches the saturated hydraulic conductivity.
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Rainfall-Runoff Relationships

As stated by Nash (1958) , the relation between storm

runoff' and rainfall may be considered in three parts:

- the relation between volume of storm rainfall and

the resulting storm runoff volume

- the manner in which storm runoff is distributed in

time

- the relation between rainfall frequency and runoff

frequency

In recent years, a great deal of consideration has

been placed on the development of the storm runoff hydro-.

graph, that is, obtaining the second relation mentioned above.

Much less work has been done in connection with the first

phase, relating rainfall volume to runoff volume. This is
possibly duo to the emphasis being placed on the hydrology

of' urban areas where the volume of runoff approaches that of

rainfall.

A widely accepted relationship for estimating the

runoff volume from agricultural watersheds is the one devel-

oped by the Soil Conservation Service (19614.). The resulting

equation is

(R - 0.2s)2/(R + o.8s) (R > O.2S) (2.12)

where Q is direct runoff, R is storm rainfall and S is a
factor which reflects the infiltration characteristics of
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the watershed. The factor S is a measure of the soil-vege-

tative complex of a watershed and varies with the antecedent

moisture conditions prevalent at the time of the storm.

In a study of 1i7 runoff events from 1Z1. diverse water-

sheds, Reich (1962), using a multiple regression analysis

developed the relationship

Q 0.1315 - 0.5792f1 + 0.1902; + 0.1426lR (2.13)

where f1 is a soil-cover index and is a topographic factor

commonly known as the empirically-derived time of concentra-

tion.

Ninshall (1960) developed a method for estimating

runoff from small experimental watersheds, Using data from

three watersheds located near Edwardsville, Illinois, he de-

veloped, for each soil-cover combination, a relationship be-

tween antecedent precipitation and the amount of precipitation

retained (precipitation minus runoff) in a given time. The

storm runoff volume was then estimated from the mass rain-

fall diagram and the time-retention curves.

In a study of rainfall-runoff relationships from

seven small watersheds near Safford, Arizona and Albuquerque,

New Mexico, Keppel (1965) fou.nd that total precipitation and

two intensity variables correlated positively with runoff.

No correlation of any significance, however, existed between

five-day antecedent rainfall and runoff for the short-duration,

high-intensity convective storms.
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Schreiber and Kincaid (1967), studying on-site run-

off from 6' x 12' plots at the a1nut Gulch Experimental

catershed located near Tombstone, Arizona, also noted that

antecedent soil moisture had little effect on runoff from

convective storms. A multiple linear regression model was

used to determine the effect of six variables on runoff.

The variables included three precipitation indices (depth,

maximum five-minute intensity and duration), two vegetative

cover factors (basal area and crown spread) and antecedent

soil moisture. The dominant variable was determined to be

either precipitation depth or the maximum five-minute in-

tensity. Inclusion of the second most important factor,

crown spread, into the prediction equation only slightly

improved the coefficient of determination.

For many types of hydrologic problems the designer

of hydraulic structures needs information only on the peak

rate of runoff. Many methods have been proposed for deter-

mining the peak discharge. In practically, every case the

runoff volume must first be estimated.

Despite its deficiencies as pointed out by Nash

(1958), the rational method for predicting the peak runoff

rate from small watersheds has long been employed. The

formula is

q = CIA
p

(2.1L)

in which q is the peak discharge in acre-inches per hour,
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C is a runoff coefficient depending on the watershed charac-

teristics (sometimes assumed to be the ratio of total runoff

to total rainfall), 1. is the rainfall intensity averaged over

the time of concentration in inches per hour and A is the wa-

tershed area in acres.

Assuming that the runoff coefficients are defined as

Horn and Schwab (1963) have shown that they are a

function of rainfall intensity and antecedent precipitation

but independent of watershed topography. Larson (1965) pro-

posed a modified form of the rational formula by recommending

the use of the relationship

q = 6l46CrCpAR/D (2.15)

where Cr is a runoff coefficient defined as the ratio of' to-

tal runoff to total rainfall, C is a routing coefficient, A

is the watershed area in square miles, R is the amount of

precipitation in inches and D is the rainfall duration in

hours.

As one example of' hydrograph synthesis, Hickok,

Keppel and Rafferty (1959) developed a method for estimating

flow characteristics from the physiographic features of small

semiarid watersheds. Lag time, the time interval from the

mass center of a block of intense rainfall to the peak run-

off rate, was related to watershed area, average land slope

and drainage channel density. The estimated lag time was

then used to predict the hydrograph peak rate for an assumed



total volume of runoff. Finally, the entire synthosized

hydrograph is obtained from a dimensionless hydrograph ex-

pressed in terms of lag time and peak rate This dimension-

less hydrograph is independent of rainfall pattern and

condition of soil and cover.

In a different approach to predicting runoff from

ungagod areas, flairymplo (1960) proposed a method which in-

volves regionalizing peak flows from existing stream records

within a hydrologically homogeneous region. Unfortunately,

streamfiow records are not currently available for water-

sheds of various sizes and shapes nor are they available for

a sufficient length of time to produce a reliable frequency

analysis.

Inasmuch as streamfiow records are too short for

satisfactory frequency analysis, other methods must be used.

Sherman (1932) introduced the concept of the unit hydrograph

which, with some modification, is now widely used as a method

of determining the runoff hydrograph from effective rainfall.

However, Minshall (1960) has shown that on small watersheds,

the shape of the unit hydrograph varies and appears to be

related to rainfall intensities and storm distribution pat-

terns. In any case, the unit hydrograph method, according

to Larson (l96), "...should be a routing technique one can

use, given the volume of runoff. Determining the runoff vol-

ume for a given frequency of occurrence is in itself a diffi

cult problem and a possible source of considerable error."



CHAPTER 3

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL WATERSHED

The analysis of 12 years of rainfall and runoff data

collected on the Atterbury Experimental Watershed formed the

basis for this study. Located approximately 10 miles south

east of Tucson, Arizona, the watershed is representative of

valley floors in southern Arizona. The landsiopes range from

zero to three percent, the watershed shape is long and narrow

and the desert vegetation is primarily creosotebush (Larrea

tridentata), cacti (Opuntia spp.) and mesquite (Prosopis

juliflora). A brief description of the areas climate, its

physical features, the soils and vegetation and the watershed's

instrumentation is presented in the sections that follow.

Climate

The climate of an area is generally controlled by two

factors, the effect of migratory weather patterns and their

seasonal changes and the topography of the area. In southern

Arizona, these two effects combine to produce two distinct

periods of precipitation. Approximately 55 percent of the

mean annual precipitation of 11 inches falls during the sum-

mer months, primarily July and August. Most of the winter

precipitation occurs during December, January and February.

15
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The short-duration, high-intensity summer thunder-

storms are responsible for causing the major portion of an-

nual runoff from the small semiarid watershed. In southern

Arizona, this type of precipitation Is produced mainly by

the condensation of water vapor which is gradually advocted

into the state by a light but steady flow from the Gulf of

Mexico and the Atlantic Ocean. Condensation is produced by

the lifting and cooling of this moist air by strong vertical

convective currents. Under proper wind conditions, topog-

raphy may aid these vertical motions.

In late August and September, storms occasionally

originate as tropical hurricanes off the west coast of Mex-

ico, These storms bring tropical air into the state from

the Gulf of California and the Pacific Ocean and may produce

record summer rains. According to Sellers (l96Li.), '...per-

haps once every four or five summers, when conditions are

right, a tropical storm may come rampaging through Arizona,

accompanied by gale-force winds and flood-producing rains."

Jxamples of this type of storm are the September 26, 1962

and the September 9-10, l961. events during which gages in

southern Arizona recorded precipitation in excess of five

inches for a twenty-four hour period.

Most winter precipitation occurs as low-intensity

rain or snow resulting from the condensation of water vapor

carried over the area by migratory cyclones as they move in

a general west to east direction. Occasionally, significant
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amounts of runoff-producing precipitation are produced when

the atmospheric circulation allows migratory cyclones to

move from the North Pacific to southern California and then

curve toward the northeast across Arizona and New Mexico.

Under certain circumstances, these storms are capable of pro-

ducing precipitation rates that approach those of summer

rainfall intensities. The winter of 1965, notably the pe-

riod of' December 9 to 2, in which a total of' seven inches

of precipitation fell, produced several exceptional runoff-

producing events.

Physical Features

Illustrated in Fig. 3.1, the research area is drained

by two major ephemeral streams, Main Wash and Davis-Monthan

Wash, The latter wash is an artificial channel formed by a

levee built to prevent flooding to the west. 130th washes

drain into the main reservoir, T-1, which has a capacity of'

65 acre-feet up to the spiliway level. In addition to the

main reservoir, there are two smaller reservoirs or tanks

located in the upper reaches of the watershed. The tanks

T-2 and T-3 have capacities of 15 and 7 acre-feet, respec-

tively. As shown in Fig. 3.1 the experimental area is di-

vided into four subwatersheds. Table 3.1 presents the

physical features of' the subwatersheds as taken from U. S.

Geologic Survey maps and aerial photographs.
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Table 3.1 Physical features of \tterbury Experimental
water shed

Physical 5ubwatershed
feature r_jj %!-lB -2

area, square miles 5.17 7.77 14.119 0.117

average landslope, percent 1.2 2.1 2.6 3.7

channel slopo, percent 0.63 0.82 0.811 1.20

channel length, thousand feet 32 31.1. 25 10
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Channel shape is another factor that determines the

hydrologic reaction of a watershed. In subwatersheds W-1

and .1-lY, the channels are often gullies as deep as five

feet and as wide as twenty feet. On the other hand, the

channels of the two subwatersheds in the upper reaches are

generally wide, flat grassy bottoms.

Soils and Vegetation

The discussion which follows, concerning the soils

and vegetation of the tterbury 3xperimenta1 watershed, is

based on an unpublished report by &elderman (19611).

The landscape is a series of ridges or low hills

oriented generally in a southeast to northwest direction.

Narrow, nearly level drainages separate the rounded, gently

sloping ridges. The unconsolidated material from which this

landscape is formed is from acid igneous alluvium.

In general, the soils on the ridges in the western

and central parts of the area are sandy and gravelly and have
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a cemented zone of lime accumulation six to twenty-four

inches below the surface. These soils have good infiltra-

tion rates, The vegetation is principally creosotebush

(Larrea tridentata) with some palo Verde (Cercidiuin micro-

phyllum) and ocotillo (Fouquierla splendens), Some annual

grasses are present. These are the dominant soils and vege-

tation for the watershed.

On the eastern side of the area, the soils have sandy

loam and loam surfaces underlaid by accumulations of clay to

a depth of about twenty to thirty inches. A zone of' lime

accumulation is found below this depth. 1ater movement into

these soils may be restricted by the clay subsoil. Vegeta-

tive cover is thin with perennial grasses and weeds dominat-

ing the understory. Sparse stands of palo verde (Cercidium

microphyllum) with few whitethorn bushes (Acacia constricta)

make up the larger plants. Cholla and prickly pear cacti

(Opuntia spp.,) are also present.

In the nearly level drainageways, the soils have

loam surfaces with good infiltration rates where vegetation

is present. Only a few sections of the drainageways within

subwatersheds two and three are without grass. This condi-

tion is not as prevalent in subwatershed one where in many

places gullies carry water downstream. although these near-

ly level bottomlands are underlaid by clay barns, moisturo

penetrates more deeply in these soils than in any other soil.
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Following the extremely wet period of December 1965, moisture

penetration was evidenced to a depth of seven to eight feet.
It is expected that infiltration rates will vary

mainly with the soil-vegetative cover complex and antecedent

moisture conditions. Analysis of runoff hydrographs, as

discussed by Wisler and Brater (1959), presents a means for

obtaining an integrated value for a watershed. Based on data

from small plots within the experimental area, infiltration

rates were found to decrease rapidly from initially high

rates to a final, fairly constant rate of one-third to one-

halt inches per hour within a period of one-quarter to one-

half hour.

Instrumentation

The original basic rain gage network area of 19.87

square miles contains 29 gages laid out on approximately a

one-mile grid. Three additional rainfall measuring instru-

merits were added in 1959, 1961 and l96L. Six of the 32 gages

were of the recording type. In addition, several years of

data from a plastic rain gage network on a one-third mile

grid were taken.

Runoff volumes were determined from the three vol-

umetrioally-calibrated reservoirs and by use of a critical-

depth flume. The flume was used to measure the flow in

Davjs.4!onthan Wash which drains subwatershed W-lA.
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Six soil moisture stations were installed in the

summer of' l96 in subwatershed W-2. Soil moisture content

was measured by the neutron-scattering and electrical re-

sistance methods.

Table 3.2 summarizes 12 years of rainfall and runoff

data. It is of interest to note that average precipitation

for the 12-year period of record, 11.27 inches, is very near

the long-term mean of 11.00 inches at the Tucson Weather Bu-

reau station. It is of' interest that the highest ratio of

runoff to precipitation was produced in a water year (Octo-

ber 1 through September 30) which had below-average precipi-

tation.
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Table 3.2 Summary of rainfall and runoff data for Atterbury
]xperiznental Watershed

Water
year

No. of
storms

No. of'
storm centers

Prooip.
inches

Runoft
acre-feet

Runoff0
% of

precip,
1956 27 14. 7.87 2148.20 3.30

1957 145 5 10.10 191.82 1.99

1958 55 5 15.52 1116.38 2.81

1959 117 8 8.50 250.20 3,08

1960 31 5 12.05 391.27 3.110

1961 39 11 9.14.5 14146.97 14,95

1962 14.14 2 11.29 162.13 1.50

1963 39 3 9.63 79,14.5 0.86

19614. 143 15 12.146 308,111. 2.59

1965 14.3 6 10.30 1311.05 1,36

1966 7 19.00 399.71 2.20

1967 1114. 8 9.01 208.61 2,143

Average 1414,142 6.58 11.27 269.714. 2.51



CHAPTER lj.

DEVELOPMENT OF RAINFALL MODEL

The procedures for analyzing the areal and time dis-

tribution of convective rainfall and the development of point

rainfall probabilities from network data are discussed in

this section.

Spatial Variation of Convective Rainfall

Within a given storm cell, the depth of rainfall is

known to vary from point to point. An area-depth formula is

an attempt to describe this spatial variation.

Basis for Model Selection

As mentioned in Chapter 2, Court (1961) proposed the

use of a bivariato aussjan distribution to describe the area-

depth relation of storm rainfall. He reasoned that any real-

istic representation of this distribution of rainfall about

the storm center should be smooth at the center. Mathemati-

cally1 this means there should be no discontinuity at the

origin when the origin is taken at the storm center. At the

other extreme, he felt that an asymptotic approach to zero

rainfall with increasing distance appears to be desirable.

2Li.
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Formulas in which rainfall depths decrease exponentially

with area away from the storm center meet both of these

boundary conditions.

A study of thunderstorms reported by the U.S. Weather

Bureau (l9L1.9) revealed some typical dimensions relating to a

thunderstorm cell in the mature stage. As shown in Fig.

the horizontal distance affectedby rainfall from such a cell

is in the order of magnitude of three to four miles. The hor-

izontal movement of this cell tends to support the idea of a

rather flat distribution of rainfall around the storm center.

The fact that a storm moves during the life of a cell

usually is assumed to be the reason for the plotted isohyets

to depart from circularity. Reviewing the patterns of nearly

200 convective storms that fell on the Atterbury Experimental

Watershed, the enclosed isohyets exhibited a marked tendency

to be elliptical. On the average, the major axis was about

one and one-half times the length of the minor axis. How-

ever, when the radius of the circle is computed as the average

of' the two axes, the difference between areas enclosed by a

circle and by an ellipse is less than ten percent. Thus, a

circular pattern appears to be a valid approximation.

One other assumption is made in developing the rain-

fall model. According to Mason (1962), the horizontal dirnen-

sions of that part of a mature thunderstorm cell in which

precipitation particles are detected by radar is from one to

five miles. For this analysis, it is assumed that the storm
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cells having the larger diameters are associated with great-

er storm-center depths in such a manner that these larger

storms exhibit flatter gradients. In a statistical sense,

this means that the variance, if the spatial distribution is

assumed to be normal, is a function of the mean (the rainfall

depth at the storm center in this case) alone and not of the

deviations from the mean. Thus, the assumed relationship

is no longer Gaussian in nature but remains exponential as

only one parameter is needed to describe the spatial vari-

ation of rainfall, This does agree, however, with the con-

clusion of Leopold (191.&2) in that the areal distribution of

rainfall for any storm can be determined if the depth at the

storm center is known. The relationship to be tested, then,

is of' the form

R R0exp (-bA (14.1)

where R is the depth of' rainfall of the enclosing isohyet, R0

is the storm center depth. A is the enclosed area and b is a

parameter dependent on

Criteria for Individual Storm selection

In choosing a particular storm to be analyzed, it is

essential that it be of short duration, preferably less than

two to three hours. Thunderstorms, in many instances, con-

sist of a group of three or more cells adjacent to each

other. The longer durations provide greater opportunities
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for the neighboring cells to move over the rain gage net-

work and affect the pattern for the cell in question. Prac-

tically all of these short-duration storms were restricted

to the months of July, August and September.

A second criterion required that the storm's iso-

hyetal map show at least three closed one-tenth inch isohyets.

Of the storms that were studied, 79 distinct storm centers

wore found to occur over the watershed during the 12-year

period. Approximately half of these storms (tJ.2) met the

above criteria for depth-area analysis.

Nethod of Analysis

rho first step in analyzing the selected storms was

to group them according to storm center depth to assure a

fairly uniform distribution of storms and of observations

(closed isohyets). A least-squares analysis was performed

on each group to determine the value of the parameter b in

equation (14.1). Correlations of at least 0.90 were obtained

in every instance. Table 14.1 presents the results of this

phase of the analysis.



Table 1.l Relationship of parameter b to storm center
depth, R0
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to extend the applicability of equation (li-.l ),

available data from three record storm events on Agricultural

Research Service CARS) experimental watersheds were also ana-

lyzed. As reported by Osborn and Reynolds (1963), two of

these exceptional storm events were recorded on the Alamo-

gordo Creek Watershed in New Mexico and the third occurred

on the Walnut Creek Watershed located near Tombstone, ri-

zona. The respective storm center depths were 1l.09, 3.55

and 2.53 inches, while their durations were approximately

one hour. It is of interest to note that Keppel (1963) re-

ported that the rainfall intensities for the .09-1noh

storm exceeded the maximums on record for first-order

Weather Bureau stations up to a period of 30 minutes.

The analysis indicated that the proposed exponen-

tial relationship could satisfactorily depict the area-depth

Storm center depth, inches No. of
storms

No. of
isohyets bRange Mean

2.00 - 2.70 2.31 9 53 0.069

1.50 1.95 1.67 7 36 0.078

1.25 - l,Ll2 1.31 8 i#1 0.092

1.00 - 1.18 1.08 8 37 0.129

0.75 - 0.99 0.86 10 0.191
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relationship Just as it had for the Atterbury data. Values

for the parameter b were then calculated for each of these

storms, and plotted, along with Atterbury data, as shown in

Fig. 4-.2,

Depth-Duration Relationship

It was not possible to obtain a depth-area duration

relationship directly, as only a few of the rain gages were

of the recording type. By the use of dimensionless mass

curves, however, the time distribution for each storm center

depth was obtained, Woolhjser (1959) reported that many of

the storms had a relatively long period of low intensity

rainfall either at the beginning or end of the storm which

accounted for much of the duration but little of the rainfall.

As the same situation was noted in this analysis, the dura-

tion of 90 percent of the total storm depth was used in ob-

taining a depth-duration relationship for storm centers.

Assuming an exponential form, a least-squares analysis pro-

duced the relationship

= (0.165)(2.59)
° (11.2)

where D09 is 90 percent of the storm duration in hours

measured from the mass center of the storm and R is the

storm center depth in inches. The correlation coefficient,

r, was found to be 0.811.
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Determination of Point Rainfall Probabilities
from gain aage Network Data

The probability of the occurrence of a storm cen-

ter within a given area with a storm center depth equal to

or greater than a specified amount can be considered as a

joint probability of the simultaneous occurrence of two

events. The probability of a storm center having a magni-

tude equal to or greater than a given depth is a conditional

probability, contingent on there being a storm center, From

the definition of conditional probability given by Parzen

(1960)

P [xy) P [xJ P (.:3)

where P [xj is the probability of occurrence of a storm

center within a given area, p [y/x} is the conditional

probability of a storm center having a magnitude equal to or

greater than a specified depth and p [xy] is the joint

probability of both events occurring at the same time.

Probability of Storm Center Occurrence

Osborn and Reynolds (1963) have concluded that con-

vective storms are randomly distributed while McDonald (1959)

assumed that the locations of thunderstorms in a fairly lev-

el country can be considered as almost randomly located.

To test the assumption that the occurrence of storm

centers is strictly a chance operation, the Kolmogorov-

Smirnov test as outlined by Lindgren and McElrath (1959)
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was used. It has an advantage over the chi-square test in

that it is not subject to the very small sample limitation

of the chi-square test. Also, it is not necessary to make

any assumptions about the form of the population-frequency

distribution.

The rain gage network area was first divided into

polygons by the Thiessen method of determining the average

precipitation over an area. 1ach of the 79 storm centers

was then located with respect to one of the polygon-shaped

areas surrounding a rain gage. The observed value of storm

center occurrences was simply the number of events that oc-

curred within each polygon. Assuming a uniform continuous

distribution which implies that a center can occur anywhere

within the network area with equal likelihood, the expected

value was determined from the ratio of the polygon to the

total area. To test the goodness of fit of the empirical

with the theoretical distribution, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov

statistic was evaluated from the formula.

D maxiF Cx) - Fix)In

where F(x) is the specified population distribution func-

tion and (x) is the sample distribution function.

As seen in Table t.2, which summarizes the data and

the analysis, the maximum discrepancy between the assumed

uniform distribution function and the empirical one is

10.15/79 or, 0.128. The tabulated value at the 10 percent
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Table 14.2 Observed and expected distribution of storm
centers

Rain
gage
no.

Area,
sq. mi.

Obs. no.
of' storm
centers

Szp. no.
of' storm
centers

Deviation
obs. -exp.

Ace urn.

dey.

1 0.1471 3 1.87 +1.13 +1.13
2 0.517 1 2.05 -1.05 +0.08
3 0.459 1 1.83 -0.83 -0.75
14 o.68 2 2.26 -0.26 -1.01
5 1.090 2 4.33 -2.33 -3.314
6 1.0814 3 4.31 -1,31
7 0.517 0 2,05 -2.05 -6.70
8 0.367 1 1.46 -0,46 -7.16
9 0.895 3 3.56 -0.56 -7.72
10 0,924 5 367 +1.33 -6.39
11 1.119 6 +1,55 -4.84
12 0.1413 2 i.61i +0.36 -4.48
13 0.913 2 3.63 -1.63 -6.11

1.102 14 4.38 -0.38 -6.149
15 0.855 2 3.40 -1.140 -7.89
16 0.385 1 1.53 -0,53 -8.42
17 0.649 1 2,58 -1.58 -10 00
18- 1.0145 11. -0.15 -10.15
19 0.14148 2 1.78 +0.22 -9.93
2O 0.517 14 2.05 +1.95 -7.98
21 0.867 7 3.145 +3.55 -14.143
22 0,1453 3 1.80 +1.20 -3.23
23 0.591 2 2,35 -0.35 -3.58
214 1.280 3 5.09 -2.09 -5.67
25 0.339 2 1.35 +0. 6j -5,02
26 0.597 14 2.37 +1.63 -3.39
27 0,596 2 2,37 -0.37 -3.76
28 0.586 2 2.33 -0.33 -14.09

29 0.230 5 0.91 +14. 09 0.00

Total 19.877 79 79.00 0.00
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rejection limit was found to be 0.137. Thus, the null hypo-

thesis which states that the sample and the uniform distri-.

bution functions are the same is accepted since the

calculated maximum discrepancy is less than the 10 percent

rejection limit.

During the 12-year period of record, 79 storm cen-

ters occurred over the 19.88-square mile rain gage network

area. The expected number of storm centers per year per

square mile is, therefore, 79/12/19.88 or 0.331. In other

words a storm center is expected to occur each year on ap-

proximately every three square miles.

Frequency Distribution Function for Storm Center Depths

For this analysis, it is assumed that the distribu-

tion of storm center magnitudes fits the Typo 1 extremal

distribution first applied to hydrologic data by Gumbel (Chow.

196)4). While Gumbel used this distribution for a flood fre-

quency analysis, Chow (1953) applied it in a frequency study

of rainfall intensities.

The 79 storm centers were ranked according to their

magnitude and the probability that a given value is equalled

or exceeded is calculated by the Kimball formula.

p [x > xJ = m/(N + 1) .5)

where m is the rank of the oent and N is the number of

events.



and

in x - O,l5Os (l1.9)

From Fig. 11.3, it is seen that the data fits the

theoretical distribution fairly well except possibly at the

extremes. For a specified probability, however, the differ-

ence between the data and the theoretical value for the

storm center magnitude is less than 10 percent. An attempt

was made to fit the data to other distributions, normal,

36

To linearize the distribution, the storm center

depths were plotted against their cumulative probability on

extremal probability paper as shown in Fig. &.3. The theo-

retical distribution was calculated from the relationship

given by Linsley, Nohier and Paulhus (1953)

p [x exp(-exp)(-y) (.6)

where y, termed the reduced variate, is given by

y = a(x - m) (!i.,7)

By the method of moments, it can be shown that the dispersion

parameter a and the mode m are functions of the mean and the

standard deviation. Using estimates for the mean, , and the

standard deviation, s, the equations for determining a and in

are

a 1.282/s
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log-normal and log-extremal, but no improvement was found.
Thus, it is assumed that the Typo 1 extrernal distribution
can be used to approximate the frequency distribution of
storm center depths.

Joint Probability Distribution Function
The probability of a point in space, M, receiving

at least inches of rain can be viewed as the summation of
the probabilities of the simultaneous occurrence of' two events
as indicated in equation (1.3). Assuming an individual storm
with circular isohyets and a center at some distance r from 14,

the storm center magnitude, X0, which will produce X14 inches

of rain at 14 can be calculated from equation (.l). Similar-
ly, a storm center located at r +r will require a slightly
larger magnitude to give XM at M. The probability of obtain-
ing at least the required storm center depth to give 3C14 at 14

can be calculated from equation (1.6). The probability of' a
storm center occurring in the area between r and r +r can
also be calculated using the assumption of uniform distribu-
tion. Thus, referring to Fig. the probability of a
point 14 receiving at least inches of rain given that there
is an expected value of storm centers per year can be
expressed as

P [XXM]
00
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FIGURE 4.4Schematic diagram for Illustrating pro-
cedure in Calculating poinJ rainfall probabilities
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The probability of a storm center occurring within

the elemental area tA is given by

p [storm center]
LwithinA J

p
0

in which P [x < x0]

equation (1.lO) can be

=
L J 1=0

= i - r F x
L

°

is described by equation (1.t.6).

rewritten as

N0 2ir
R

(14.12)

Thus,

- exp(-exp)(-y)1 (11.13)

Jj

Equation (11.13) requires the use of a numerical

stepwise integration process. For a given XM, storm centers,

each a separate event, are assumed to occur at multiples of a

small Incremental distance away from the point N. Each in-

cremental area, 2 1rrr, is calculated as are the associated

probabilities of having a storm center occur within these

areas. At each location, the storm center depth required to

produce at M is calculated from the area-rainfall depth

formula, equation (1.l). From Fig. 11.3, the probabilities

of equalling or exceeding these storm center depths are de-

termined. The summation of these joint probabilities is,

then, the probability that is equalled or exceeded at

point N.

where AR is the area of the rain gage network.

The probability of the storm center depth being

equalled or exceeded is

= - A = 2flr

R



CHAPTER 5

DEVELOPMENT OF RAINFALL - RUNOFF RELATIONSHIP

Runoff is a complicated process under any ciroum-

stance, The complexity is increased when the causative fac-

tors are variable in time and space. It is assumed in this

study, therefore, that to increase the accuracy of predicting

runoff from small semiarid watersheds, relationships should

include time and space rainfall distribution factors.

Generalized Procedure of Analysis

To test the assumption that runoff depends on several

rainfall characteristics, multiple regression techniques were

used. The assumed independent variables were storm rainfall,

R, a time distribution factor, T, and a space factor, S. As-

suming the linear form of the regression equation, the model

can be written as

+ B1R + B2T + 83S + o (5.1)

where Q. is storm runoff, r3(i 0, 1, 2, 3) are coefficients

to be estimated and e is the error of estimation.

Two items bear further mention. One concerns the se-

lection of variables to represent R, T and S which are assumed

to be mutually independent. The other is in connection with



the use of a linear model in preference to a transformed ver-

sion, These items will be discussed in the sections that

follow.

Selection of Independent Rainfall Variables

Storm rainfall and the storm center location on the

watershed are independent variables. The relationship between

storm rainfall and the time distribution of' rainfall is not

as clearly independent. For example, the maximum intensity

for a 60-minute period correlated very closely with the total

amount of rainfall for short duration storms. There was less

correlation using a 30-minute period and still less with a

15-minute interval. While it may be assumed that intensities

for shorter time periods were even less correlated with storm

rainfall, the type of rain gages used necessitated extrapola-

tion to such a degree that accuracy in processing the data

was reduced considerably. Thus, the 15-minute time interval

was selected as indicative of the magnitude of a short burst

of runoff-producing rainfall.

The time when the maximum 15-minute intensity occurs

during a storm is also considered to be an important consid-

eration in determining a time distribution variable. Most

Convective storms have the high intensity period at the be-

ginning. Some storms have low initial intensities which

build up to a maximum. It was assumed that these latter

storms should produce more runoff than a storm with an



equivalent amount of rainfall in which the peak intensity

occurs initially. During the early stages of a storm, the

infiltration capacity of the soil is relatively high. If

storm intensities are low for this period, all of the rain-

fall will infiltrate into the soil which tends to reduce

subsequent infiltration. The low intensity rainfall at the

start of a storm can be considered as having the same effect

on runoff as antecedent soil moisture, Thus, for the period

when rainfall rates are highs a greater portion will tend to

runoff for storms which have their peak intensity sometime

after the start of a storm than for storms which have peak

rates occurring initially,

The time to the mass center of a storm was selected

as being related to the occurrence of this peak intensity

rainfall during a storm. In order to have only one time

distribution variable, the maximum 15-minute intensity,

and the time to mass center, tml were combined into the form

T f(i15, tm) (5.2)

Since there is no rational method for writing the exact func-

tion of T, the relationship chosen was

T = (5.3)

where n is a value between 0 and 1 which denotes the relative

importance of the two terms.



The value of n was determined by trial and error.

Selecting values for n, a corresponding T was computed from

equation (5.). Each T was then inserted into the regression

equation

b0 + + b2T (j.)

whore I is the mean storm rainfall for the watershed, The

value of' n that consistently gave the highest correlation for

the four subwatershecls was selected,

In a similar fashion, the storrn1s space distribution

variable was chosen which, describes the location and the dis-

tribution of the storm on the watershed, Under consideration

as components was the distance from the storm center to the

watershed outlet and the area of the watershed that received

at least a specified amount of rainfall. After numerous

trials on the four subwatersheds, it was determined that no

combination of these components significantly improved the

correlation. This was probably due to the relatively small

watershed areas encountered in this study. It is also pos-

sible that in using the mean value for storm rainfall, the

spatial distribution of the storm is taken into account.

Thus, the spatial distribution variable, S, was not used in

the final regression equation to determine the rainfall char-

acteristics affecting runoff.
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Selection of Statistical Model

The linear regression model is generally used when

there is a lack of physical evidence. In this analysis, it

appears that a linear model has some physical Justification.

In the Soil Conservation Service procedure for esti-

mating runoff volume, the schematic as shown in Fig. 5.1 is

employed. For convective storms, however, the accumulated

rainfall was not found to be linear as is indicated. Equa-

tion (L.2) showed an exponential relationship between storm

depth and duration.

Assuming that the initial abstractions,
'a' (uuite

ception and depression storage) occur during the first 10 or

15 minutes of a storm, the remaining portion of the curve can

be made to fit a power curve of the form

(5.5)

where R can be considered as the effective rainfall CR - I),
O is storm duration and K and a are constants. Plotting the

mass curves for the individual storm centers produced expo-

nents that largely varied between 0.L and 0.6 with an average

of nearly 0.5. An exponential value of 0.1+5 was found when

equation (1.2), which can be considered as the equation for

a composite storm, was analyzed in a similar manner. Thus,

equation (5.5) can be approximated by

1

R =K02 (.6)
e
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In Chapter 2, infiltration equations were discussed.

Most convective storms fall on soils that are relatively dry,

or at least, the surface layers are in that condition. As-

suming that capillarity rather than gravity is the dominating

force in infiltration during the short duration of a convec-

tive storm, the infiltration equation of Philip, equation

(2.11), can be approximated by

F SD2 (5.7)

where F is the total infiltration for the storm duration, 0

and S is a constant.

Using the relationship

Q = R - F (.8)
e

and noting that the exponents in both equations (j.6) and

(5.7) are the same, it can readily be shown that

Q C(R - Ia)

in which CR is a constant,

Thus, for storms that have a depth-duration relation-

ship of the form shown in equation (.6), a linear relation-

ship exists between rainfall and runoff. Hence, the use of

a linear regression model to determine the effect of rainfall

characteristics on runoff appears to be justified. The final



regression equation used to determine the extent of' these
effects is

18

(5.10)



CHAPTER 6

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Chapters i and 5 procedures used in the develop-

ment of a rainfall model for convective storms and a rainfall-

runoff relationship were presented. In this chapter the

results of such analyses will be discussed.

Comparison of Calculated Point Rainfall Probabilities with

Long-Term Records

To compare the point rainfall probabilities oalcu-

lated from equation (1.1.13) with long-term records, data from

the Weather Bureau station known as Tucson (University of'

Arizona) were used. This station has been in continuous
operation for over 72 years.

The maximum 214-hour precipitation amounts for each

of the 72 years of record (1895 to 1966) were ranked accord-

ing to their magnitude. Their plotting position was deter-

mined by the Kimball formula, equation (1.1.5). For purposes

of' interpolation, several types of probability paper were

used to determine the theoretical distribution which gave

the best fit. As was the ease when storm center magnitudes

were plotted, the Type 1 extremal distribution gave the best

results. A plot of the distribution of the annual maximum

21.1-hour precipitation for Thcson is shown in Fig. 6.1.

1J9
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In calculating the higher point rainfall probabil-

ities, say for three inches, it was necessary to determine

the spatial distribution for storm-center depths in excess

of three inches. Since the \tterbury Experimental atershod

data were limited to storm center depths below three inches,

published Agricultural Research Service (Ails) data for three

exceptional storm events were included in determining the re-

lationship between the parameter b and storm center depth

( ig. L1.2) In using the AilS data, it is assumed that these

samples are drawn from the same population as are the Atter-

bury data. That is, the forces that produce convective

storms in Arizona are assumed to be similar to those that

occur in New Mexico.

Table 6.1 presents a comparison of the calculated and

the observed recurrence intervals for various point rainfall

depths. The recurrence interval, is defined by Chow

(l96i.$) as the average interval within which the magnitude of

an event will be equaled or exceeded once. If a hydrologic

event equal to or greater than x occurs once in TR years, then

P[X>x] 4_ (6.1)

The difference between the calculated and the observed

recurrence intervals, as shown in Table 6.1, increases with

the larger point rainfall depths. For the designer of a hy-

draulic structure, this difference may be highly significant.
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The use of the calculated values should allow for more

realistic estimations of point rainfall depths for a given

recurrence interval. Uncertainty tends to force designers

into using a margin of safety, sometimes an excessive safety

factor. with estimates that are believed to be more accurate,

economic considerations may out-weigh the uncertainty factor

in the selection of a recurrence interval for a particular

structure.

Since the recurrence intervals calculated from net-

work data were based on a Type 1 extremal distribution, the

computed values were also found to fit such a distribution

as shown in Fig. 6.2.

It cannot be overemphasized that the calculated re-

currence intervals were based on data other than those taken

at the Jtterbury Experimental Watershed. If future data

Table Comparison of calculated and observed point
rainfall recurrence intervals

Point rainfall
de.th inches

Recurrence interval, years
Calculated Observed

2,00 3.3 6.7

2.25 L.9 12

2.50 8.0 20

2.75 11 35

:3.00 18 70

3.25 29 110
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indicate that the assumption in using Agricultural Research

Service data is not correct, the point rainfall depths

equaled or exceeded for given recurrence intervals may be

recalculated using the procedure outlined in this study.

Runoff from Convective Storms

In Chapter 5, the regression equation for estimating

runoff from storm rainfall characteristics was presented as

A
bi t= + b1R + 2 15 m

Three prediction equations were determined for each of the

four subwatersheds. or the first group, mean storm rain-

fall was the only independent variable used. In the second

set of equations, a value for the exponent n of 1/3 was used

as it consistently gave the highest correlation coefficient.

In the search for the simplest time distribution factor, n

was set equal to zero so that for the third case only the

maximum 15-minute intensity was used.

The means and ranges for all the independent variables

and runoff are shown in Table 6.2. ResuLts from a total of

109 storms are reported.

Table 6.3 lists the regression coefficients and the

coefficient of determination, a2, for the three sets of pro-

diction equations. 1'or each of the four subwaterShedS the

unexplained variance, 1R2, was reduced with the addition of

a time distribution factor. If the results from subwatorshed



Table 6.2 Means and ranges of variables in runoffprediction equations

Variable

, inches
mean
range

R, inches
mean
range

i15, iph
mean
range

t 1/3
15 m

mean
range

W- 1A

0.065
0- 0.261

0.90
0.lji-i.86

2.50
1.20-5.20

1.71

Subwatershed
W-1i3

0.069
0-0.1j6

0.59
0.16-1.53

2.79
1.60-5.20

1.76
O.973.l$4

W- 2

55

0.061 0.ilj14.
0-0.289 0.031 -0.519

0.78 1.10
0,27-1,95 0. 5J- 2.35

2 66 2, 149
1. 00I4.. 00 1.2011,00

1.75 1.75
0.93-2.86 0.87-2.86



Table 6.3 Regression coefficients and coefficients of
determination for runoff prediction equations

Subwatershed b0 b1 b2

-0.0971 0.1621 - 0.83i- LA

W-1B -0.0853 0,2618 - 0.72

W- 2 .0.0527 0,114.58 - 0.67

-0.1082 0.2301 - 082

A
I=b0+b1R+b2 15 m

W-1A -0.09614 0.1329 0.02119 0.86

- lB -0.1723 0.1808 0.0767 0.8Ls.

W-.2 -0.1559 0.1066 0.0763 0.88

W- 3 -0.1726 0.1679 0.0760 0.89

=b0 +b1Rb2i15

W - 1A -0.0963 0.11416 0.01314 0.85

W-LB -0.1793 0.2351 0.03914 0.80

W-2 -0.1531 0.13811 0,01103 0.82

-0.1703 0.2019 0.0373 0.87
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W-1A can be neglected because it was not a typical watershed,

the use of the time distribution factor 1. t was signifi-15 m
cant at the one percent level br each of the other three sub-

watersheds.

Using the maximum l5-minute intensity alone as the
independent variable was not as effective in reducing the un-

explained variance. For the subwatershods v-lB, W-2 and J-3,

the use of the maximum 15-minute intensity by itself in-

creased the R on the average from 0.7 to 0.83, a highly

significant contribution. The comparable for the predic-

tion equation using the average compound time distribution

variable was 0.87.

When an antecedent rainfall index was used in the

linear model with the mean rainfall variable, no significant

increase in was obtained for all of the four subwatershods.

rhis does not necessarily mean that antecedent soil moisture

has no effect on runoff. It may mean that the likelihood of

two or more storms occurring on the same area within a short

time span is rather remote.

Runoff from Frontal Storms

While the primary concern of this study was in con-

nection with the short-duration convective storm, the analy-

sis of large-scale frontal storms indicates an important

hydrological aspect of semiarid watersheds.
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Previous studies have shown that no significant cor-

relation existed between antecedent rainfall and runoff from

convective storms. Similar results rere obtained in this

study. For the relatively longer frontal storm that usually

occurs in the winter months, however, runoff was found to be

affected by antecedent rainfall.
Significant amounts of runoff from frontal storms

are a much rarer occurrence than from convective storms.

ccording to Sellers (l96L1), perhaps once every Live or six

years, a persistent fbi: pattern is established such that
several storms in succession may pass over the state. In

certain instances, these storms are capable of producing

precipitation of fairly high intensity. Thinoff during the

months of December 1959 and 1965 was a result of these

cond itions.

\nalysis of 12 runoff events on subwatershed -lB

indicated a very low correlation between mean rainfall and

runoff. The use of an antecedent moisture index, increased

the coefficient of determination from 0.25 to 0,55. The

assumption that antecedent soil moisture reduces subsequent

infiltration, and hence increases runoff, in the same way as

does infiltration during a storm, suggested the use of the

regression equation

A
b0 + b1(R + Ra) (6.2)
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in which is a four-day antecedent rainfall index. This

index was determined by the relationship

1=1
(n1-iic) (6.3)

where is the 224-hour rainfall one to four days prior to

the runoff event and K is an estimated evapotrarispjratjon

rate factor. Thus, Ra may be considered as a measure of the

amount of moisture in the soil preceding the storm in

question.

The use of this type of index may also offer another

explanation why antecedent soil moisture had little or no

effect on runoff from the summer convective storm. During

the summer, evapotranspiration rates are high and consequent-

ly, surface soil layers are rather dry for most runoff-

producing storms.

When a time distribution variable for frontal storms

was added to the regression equation, 92 percent of the var-

iance was explained. (Thus, the time distribution factor

plays an important role in both the convective and the fron-

tal storms.) rhe equation for the prediction of runoff from

frontal storms was

0.1227 + 0.089l(R +

It appears, therefore, that antecedent rainfall may

be an important consideration in predicting runoff from sum-

mer convective storms only on those rare occasions When two

+ o.lL78 1/3 (6.L)
30 in
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storms occur in the same area within a short interval, per-
haps within a 2l-hour period,

Comparison of' Runoff Formulas

A direct comparison of the prediction equations de-

veloped in the preceding sections with other methods is dif-

ficult because these latter procedures do not require a

knowledge of the storm's time distribution. Perhaps the most

common method for estimating runoff volume from storm precip-
itation is the one developed by the Soil Conservation Service.
Estimating a runoff curve number which reflects the hydrolog-

ic soil-cover complex of the Atterbury Sxperirnental Jatershed

results in the equation

= (R-o.78)2/(R+3.12) (6.5)

Another equation for estimating runoff was proposed

by Reich (1962). Before a simple rainfall-runoff relation-

ship can be obtained, the infiltration capacity of the soil

after one hour and the time of concentration of the water-

shed had to be estimated. Using procedures suggested by

Reich, these estimates wore 0.14.8 inches per hour and 2.24.

hours, respectively. Inserting those values into the pro-

posed equation yields

= 0.3112 + 0,1426lR (6.6)
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A problem that arises occasionally in developing an equation

purely by statistical methods becomes evident when equation

(6.6) is examined. The equation predicts runoff in the ab-

sence of rainfall.

As a means for comparing the above methods with the

results of this study, the regression equation which con-

tains only a term for storm rainfall and not a time distri-

bution term is used. For subwatershed W-lB, the equation is

-O,083 + 0,2618R (6.7)

Rearranging and using equation (6.7) in a determin-

istic manner results in

0,26(R-0.33) (6.8)

In this form, equation (6.8) is similar to equation (5.9).

Comparing these two equations, it can be seen that is

equal to 0.26 and 'a has a value of 0.33. Although the

multiple regression equations which use a time distribution

variable are more accurate than equation (6.7) in predicting

runoff, there appears to be no moans for estimating the mul-

tiple regression coeffiotents for ungaged watersheds, a sub-

ject to be discussed in a later section. For this reason

and for comparing the results with other methods, equation

(6.8) was used. In addition, since this equation is similar
in form to equation (5.9), the terms runoff coefficient, and
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initial abstractions are used for C1 and 'a' respectively.

The comparable values for all of the subwatersheds are shown

in ['able 6.!4.

Table 6.t Runoff coefficients and initial abstractions
for \tterbury Subwatersheds

0.16 0.60

i-lB 0,26 0.33

0.1.5 0.37

0.23 0.!17

Physical differences in these watersheds may ex-

plain the variations in results. The main channels for the

two upper watersheds0 W-2 and W-3, are more of the broad0

flat grassy typo than is the channel for watershed W-1B.

&ullies are more prevalent in the latter watershed. It would

be expected, therefore, that the two upper watersheds have

higher initial abstractions. Inasmuch as the landslope for

-3 is greater than that for d-2, it might further be an-

ticipated that the siopo of the regression line should be

steeper for -3 than for -2. On the other hand, this con-

dition might also suggest lower initial abstractions for W-3

in comparison to 'cT_2. However, the grassy channel bottom

Subwat or shed CR 'a
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area represents a larger percentage of the total watershed

area for W-3 than for W-2. It does appear, therefore, that

the simple regression is sufficiently sensitive to indicate

differences between the subwatersheds.

Using subwatershed W-1B as an example, Figure 6.3

compares curves for the simple regression, the soil Conser-

vation Service (SCS) and the Reich equations. This partic-

ular watershed was used primarily because it is the largest

of the subwatersheds and its channel appears to be the most

typical for semiarid regions. As discussed later in this

section, there are area limitations for equations similar to

equation (6.8). Since it is not the intent of this study to

set any limits only to point out that they do exist, it seems

advisable to test any relationship for the largest watershed

under the assumption that similar relationships will also

hold for the smaller watersheds.

Assuming that only the slope of the regression line

shown in Figure 63 alone varies, 95 percent confidence

bands are depicted using the procedure illustrated by

Neville and Kennedy (19611). In regression equations, two

constraints determine the line. These are the centroidal

point and either the slope or the intercept. If it

is assumed that there is an error in , this leads to a con-

stant error in y causing the regression Line to be trans-

lated up or down without a change in slope. In the physical
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situation, this implies that whatever is causing the variance

in predicting runoff' affects only the initial abstractions.

According to the multiple regression equations, the storm's

time distribution accounts for some of' the variance. It ap-

pears to be more rational in a physical sense to assume that

the storm's time distribution affects the ratio of the runoff

to effective rainfall. With this assumption, therefore, the

slope of the line can explain the variance.

It is readily seen from Figure 6.3 that the eich

equation greatly overestimates runoff compared to the regres-

sion equation (6.7). On the other hand, the SCS equation

underestimates runoff for mean storm rainfalls up to about

2,5 inches, 1ven for small watersheds, this would require a

storm center depth in excess of 3.0 inches, a relatively in-

frequent occurrence, For storms of from 2.5 to 3.0 inches,

the SCs equation predicts runoff amounts that fall between

the 95 percent confidence belt for the slope of' equation (6.7)

which indicates fairly good agreement for this range of storm

depths.

As shown in Fig. 6.1i, a similar situation exists for

subwatersheds W-2 and W-3. The SCS equation underestimates

runoff volumes up to moderate storm depths while the Reich

equation overestimates runoff for the entire range.

The equations developed in this study are intended

primarily for the small watershed, perhaps 20 square miles
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or less. The use of , the mean storm rainfall, suggest,

that most areas of the watershed are contributing to the

runoff as otherwise it has little moaning. ['he larger the

watershed area, the smaller the mean rainfall for a convec-

tive storm of given dimensions. [bus, there are area limita-

tions to consider when using equation (6.8). ['his could

explain to some extent the difference between the SC method

and the regression equation in estimating runoff from rain-

fall. rhe SCS method assumes uniform distribution of rain-

fall over the entire watershed whereas equation (6.8) does

not.

Procedure for Estimating Runoff

from Ungaged Areas

In developing a method for estimating runoff from

ungaged watersheds, it seems advisable to use available in-

formation that describes the hydrologic reaction of various

watersheds. Runoff curve numbers developed by the SCS for

determining S, the potential infiltration term in equation

(2.12) is an example of such information. A runoff curve

number, sometimes called a watershed index, is assigned to

a given hydrologic soil-cover complex. From this Index, an

empirical relationship is used to deormine the potential

infiltration term.

Another example of information that depicts the

runoff-producing capabilities of watersheds is the coefficient
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C in the rational formula, equation (2.111). Tables are

available which present values for C for various combina-.

tions of soil types, vegetative covers and laridsiopes,
rhese Values range from 0.10 for flat lands with relatively

high infiltration capacities to 0.95 for Impervious

surfaces.

The proposed equation for estimating convective-

storm runoff from small ungaged watersheds Is of the form

Q C (-' ) (6.9)R a

in which CR Is a runoff coefficient and 'a are the initial

abstractions which includes interception and depression

storage. quation (6.9) requires estimates for CR and
'a'

As a first approximation, it is suggested that C1 Is equiv-

alent to the C in the rational formula. Comparison of val-

ues for CR shown in Table 6.4 with those presented In Chow

(l9611) for C indicate that this is a distinct possibility.

Ramser (1927) noted that for a particular storm the rainfall

to runoff ratio had approximately the same value as the ratio

of the maximum rate of runoff to the maximum average rate of

rainfall. For the larger storms, the ratio of runoff to ef-

fective rainfall, CR. differs from the ratio of runoff to

total rainfall, C, by only 10 to 15 percent. In addition,

Ramser (1927), as well as Horn and Schwab (1963), have

stated that C varies with rainfall intensity. This agrees

with the assumption made earlier that the slope of the
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regression line shown in Fig. 6.3 varies or that CR is a

function of the storm's time distribution. Regardless of

whether this assumption is correct, it appears that C can

be sot equal to C as a first approximation for characterizing

a watershed. As shown in Fig. 6.3, the confidence belt for

the slope of' the regression line is relatively narrow. This

indicates that most of the variance in predicting runoff is

explained by the mean value for storm rainfall. Table 6.3

shows this explained variance to be from 67 to 83 percent

for the four subwatersl-iods.

In developing the method for estimating runoff from.

rainfall, the Soil Conservation Service (l96i) assumed the

relationship

'a = 0.25 (6.10)

For the particular conditions encountered in this study, it

appears that equation (6.10) gives too high an estimate for

the initial abstractions. This may be due to relatively

sparse vegetation in the experimental area and consequent

low interception losses. If a SCS runoff curve number is

used for the tterbury Experimental Watershed, the initial

abstractions are estimated to be 0.78 inch. Since the ini-

tial abstractions for the four subwatersheds ranged from

0.33 to 0.60, a more accurate estimate of initial abstrac-

tions for areas of sparse vegetation may be one in which 3,
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as obtained from SCS tables, is multiplied by a factor of

about 0.10 to 0.15 rather than 0.2.

An error in estimating C is more serious than that

for 'a especially for the larger storms, An error in es-

timating 'a results in a constant error for all storms,

while an error in C gives runoff estimates that are progres-

sively poorer as the storm rainfall increases. In any case,

the method just discussed should be considered only a first

approximation for estimating runoff from ungaged watersheds.

In addition to estimating runoff, designers of hy-

draulic structures need to determine the recurrence interval

for a given runoff event. Equation (6.9) suggests that the

frequency of occurrence of' the runoff volume is equivalent

to that for the storm center that produces the mean rainfall

over the watershed. This assumption was tested on subwater-

sheds W-lB, W-2 and W-3. The annual maximum runoff volumes

for the 12 years were ranked and their empirical probabili-

ties determined by the Kimball method. Since the frequency

of occurrence of the runoff volumes should have the same

theoretical distribution as the storm center depths, this

information was plotted on Type 1 extremal probability paper

to determine the goodness of fit, It appears from 1'igures

6.5, 6.6 and 6.7 that this particular distribution function

gave a fairly good representation for the frequency of' oc-

currence for runoff volumes.
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The recurrence intervals obtained from the runoff

frequency distributions were compared with those determined

from rainfall. First1 the spatial distributions for various

storm center depths were determined from equation (14.1).

Each of these storms was then superimposed over the sub-

watersheds to determine the mean storm rainfall, The result-

ing runoff volumes were calculated using equation (6.9) and

their recurrence intervals determined from Figures 6.5, 6.6

and 6.7. The comparable recurrence interval for each storm

center depth was obtained from Fig. 6.2. The results of this

analysis are shown in Table 6.5. From this table, it is ap-

parent that the recurrence intervals calculated from storm

center depths can be used to estimate the frequency of' occur-

rence of runoff volumes.

4ith the assumption that CR is a function of the

storm's time distribution, an alternate method can be used

to determine runoff frequencies. From equation (6,9), it is

evident that the probability of equalling or exceeding a giv-

en volume of runoff is an event that can be defined as a

joint probability. Using the maximum 15-minute intensity
as the storm's time distribution factor, this joint prob-

ability can be stated as the probability of receiving a

given amount of rainfall with at least a given i1. Assuming

that
l5

is normally distributed, a family of lines showing

the cumulative probabilities of obtaining a given CR can be



Calculated from equation (14.1).

2 Calculated from equation (6.9).
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Table 6.5 Comparison of runoff recurrence intervals obtained
from runoff and rainfall distributions

Storm center
pth inches

I4ean
storm
rainfal1
inches

iunoff
from
W-ls,2

inches

Runoff recurrence interval,
years

Prom runoff
distribution

From rainfall
distribution

W- lB

2.82 0.650 110 90

3. 50 2.11.2 0,511.5 11.3 110

3,00 2.01 0.11.39 16 18

2.50 1.60 0.333 6 8

2,00 1,18 0.221 2.6 :3.3

.t -

00 3.11.3 0.141+8 100 90

3.50 2.92 0.373 1114.

3.00 2,11.8 0,309 21 18

2,50 2.09 0.252 10 8

2,00

-

1.61. 0.182 1e,.1+ 3.,

14.00 3.90 0.791 110 90

3.50 3.25 0.639 1+0

3.00 2.86 0,511.0 22 18

2.50 2.25 0.1111 9 8

2,00 1.76 0.297 3.3
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drawn using the procedure similar to the one used in obtain-

ing the 95 percent confidence band for the slope. Actually,

the 115 distribution is slightly skewed but with all the

assumptions involved, a normal distribution is probably a

reasonable approximation.

Making an additional assumption that 'a is a constant

for a given watershed, then the probabilities of obtaining R

and R0, the storm center depth, are equal. Using the Type 1

extremal distribution, the probability densities for various

storm center depths for W-lB were calculated. These are in-

dicated in Fig. 6.8 as p(R0). The cumulative probabilities
of obtaining at least a given are shown as i [T]. Thus,

the joint probability of equalling or exceeding a given run-

off volume or its reciprocal, the recurrence interval T, was

obtained from the product of the two probabilities as they

are the occurrence of simultaneous events.

To use this procedure for an ungaged watershed re-

quires determining the frequency distribution of a time dis-

tribution factor such as i15, in addition to estimating

values for and 'a' Additional data from other watersheds

will be required before the more reliable procedure can be

determined.
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CHAPTER 7

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Twelve years of rainfall and runoff data from an

18-square mile watershed were analyzed in an endeavor to de-

velop relationships which could eventually be used to predict

the magnitude and frequency of storm runoff from small semi-

arid watersheds. Several rainfall and runoff relationships

were developed which give reasonable results.

Summary of Results

A mathematical model has been developed for charac-

terizing the spatial distribution of the short-duration,

high-intensity convective storm rainfall common to the semi-

arid Southwest. rhe relationship is based on the assumption

that for a given storm center depth, it is possible to de-

scribe the distribution of rainfall in space. A simple ex-

ponential equation, which appears to have some physical

significance, was found to fit the data provided a parameter

dependent on storm center depth is used.

The location of storm centers in areas not affected

by topographic influences has generally been assumed to be a

chance function. Statistically, it was found that a uniform

distribution could be used to determine the probability of' a

78
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storm center occurring within a given area. That is, since

a storm center was found to have an equal likelihood of oc-
currence anywhere within the experimental watershed area, it

is assumed that storm centers are randomly located within

the valley floors of the Southwest.

A theoretical Type 1 extremal distribution was found

to describe the frequoncy distribution of' storm center depths

reasonably well. Using the frequency distributions for

storm center occurrences and storm center depths, an equation

was derived for calculating point rainfall probabilities.

The annual maximum 211-hour precipitation amounts

from a long-term, nearby U. S. Weather Bureau station was

fitted to an extrema]. frequency distribution with good re-

sults. These observed probabilities were found to be con-

siderably lower than the calculated probabilities for a given

storm magnitude, The obvious conclusion is that the existing

network of U. S. Weather Bureau stations is not sufficiently

dense In the Southwest to determine the spatial distribution

of convective rainfall and the probabilities associated with

such storms. The use of the existing data may lead to seri-

ous miscalculations In the design of hydraulic structures.

Initially assuming that the volume of storm runoff

from semiarid watersheds was a function of the magnitude of

the storm, and the temporal and spatial distribution of the

storm, a multiple regression model was used to determine the
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relative effects of these factors. It was found that the

location of the storm center on the relatively small water-

sheds had little or no effect on runoff when the mean areal

rainfall was used to characterize storm magnitude. It is

assumed, therefore, that for small watersheds the mean of the

storm adequately takes into account the spatial variation of

convective storm rainfall.

hile the mean rainfall exerted the major influence

in predicting runoff, the distribution of the storm in time

was found to add a significant contribution. Two time dis-

tribution factors were tested. These were the maximum

15-minute intensity and the time to the mass center of the

storm combined with the maximum 15-minute intensity. The

use of the combined factor allowed slightly more of the

variance to be explained than using the maximum 15-minute

intensity alone.

Antecedent rainfall did not appear to affect runoff

from convective storms. On the other hand, an antecedent

rainfall index was found to be an important factor in ex-

plaining runoff from frontal storms.

In order to compare the results of this study with

other methods, the simple regression equation which contains

only a mean rainfall term was used together with a confidence

band for the slope of the regression line. It was found that

the commonly used Soil Conservation Service method underes-

timated runoff for most storm rainfall depths.
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For use in estimating runoff from ungaged watersheds,

a runoff coefficient was defined as the ratio of runoff vol-

ume to effective rainfall (mean rainfall loss Initial ab-

stractions). As a first approximation the assumption was

made that the runoff coefficient can be considered as the

equivalent to the coefficient in the well-known rational for-
mula. It was shown that the initial abstractions can be es-

timated using 3o11 Conservation Service procedures with a

slight modification.

The Typo 1 extremal distribution was found to ade-

quately describe the empirical runoff probabilities obtained

from 12 years of record. although this time interval was not

sufficiently long to firmly establish the use of this distri-

bution, the results did tend to give some credence to the

procedure for estimating runoff volumes and frequencies from

rainfall data.

Recommendations for Future Study

In a study of this kind, numerous deficiencies can

be pointed out each of which suggests the need for future

work. The most obvious of these is the need for evaluating

rainfall-runoff relationships for different areas.

While the general form of the rainfall model appears

to be satisfactory for a wide area of the Southwest, the re-

lationship of the parameter b to storm center depth needs

additional verification. The calculation of point rainfall
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probabilities from raingage network data is dependent on the

accuracy of this relationship.

Procedures are needed for extrapolating calculated

probabilities from the few, widely-scattered dense raingage

networks to the entire Southwest,

Probability estimates are needed for the occurrence

of two or more convective cells producing storms of various

magnitudes and areal extents over Watersheds with different

drainage patterns. This study was limited to the small wa-

tershed affected by only a single cell. It is also envision-

ed that runoff relationships will, have to be modified for

these larger watersheds. This means that there is a need to

sot a limit on the size of the area for whioh the developed

runoff preduction equations may be used.

The Type 1 extremal distribution was found to be

satisfactory for both rainfall and runoff distributions.

Since records wore available only for a short time period,

additional study and analysis is needed, not only for the

area used in this study but for other semiarid areas. The

possible use of other theoretical distributions for the hy-

drologic data also needs attention.
The relationship of the runoff coefficient defined

in this study to the distribution of the storm in time re-

quires further work. Similarly, the relationship between

the runoff coefficient and the rational formula coefficient
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needs study. If a usable relationship between these two co-

efficients does exist, this suggests a possible means for

modifying the rational formula. The rational formula co-

efficient may very well be a function of the storm's time

distribution rather than just a constant for a given water-

shed as it is now used.

The entire subject of infiltration during the short-

duration convective storm needs investigation as a means for

better understanding on-site runoff. Procedures for routing

this volume of water clown to the outlet of the semiarid wa-

tershed is another subject that requires considerable study.



LIST OF SYMBOLS

A Area of watershed or enclosed by isohyet, also
parameter in infiltration equations

AR Rain gage network area

a Dispersion parameter in extremal distribution
function, also a constant

b Parameter in area-depth rainfall formula, also
a constant

C Coefficient in rational formula

C Routing coefficient in Larson equation

Runoff coefficient, Q/R0

Cr Runoff coefficient, Q/R

D Duration of storm rainfall

U0.9 Uuration of 90 percent of total storm rainfall

Maximum deviation in Kolmogorov-Smirnov test

F Total amount of infiltration

F Potential infiltration to time of constant rate
as used in Holtan equation

F(x) Cumulative population distribution function of x

F(x) Cumulative sample distribution function of x

f Infiltration rate of soil

Final constant rate of infiltration

10 Initial rate of infiltration

f1 Soil-cover Index in Reich equation

U4



Initial abstractions which includes losses by
interception and depression storage

I Average rainfall intensity

K i3stimato of daily evapotranspiration, also a
constant

11.5 Maximum 15-minute rainfall intensity

Maximum 30-minute rainfall intensity

m 1ank of hydrologic event, also mode in extremal
distribution function

N Total number of events

N0 Average number of storm centers per year

P probability of occurrence of an event

p Probability density function

Q Volume of runoff

q Peak discharge due to surface runoff

R Magnitude of point rainfall or isohyet

Antecedent rainfall index

110 Effecti'Ue rainfall, R - 'a

Depth of rainfall at storm center

R Mean rainfall over given area

Coefficient of determination

r Distance from center of storm

S Potential infiltration term in scs equation,

also sorptivItY of soil as defined by Philip,
also rainfall spacial distribution factor

s Estimate of' standard deviation

T Rainfall time distribution factor



T Topographic factor in rational formula and
C Reich equation

Recurrence interval

Time to constant rate of' infiltration in
O'Verton equation

Time to mass center of storm

y Reduced variate in extremal distribution function
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